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Review
, I have read with interest the short thesis ” Atoms for war, Atoms for peace” by Niccolo 

Baldelli. The author deals with the relationship between ’’Power” and ’’Physics” (or Politics 
and Science) in the XX century, taking advantage within this context of the scientific and 
human experience of Bruno Pontecorvo, the ”cub” (’’cucciolo”) of the famous via Panisperna 
group.

Throughout the narrative Niccolo Baldelli shows his competence in giving very meaningful 
titles to the different parts of his story and and in making quite clear and correct observations 
such as, for instance, in page 2: ”It is, thus, obvious that pure registration of natural events, 
attributed to metaphysical or divine causes, could in no way harm or benefit those who held 
power” . Further on, the words of E. J. Hobsbawm, used as an epigraph to ’’The relationship 
between science and politics in the XX century”, are an excellent introduction to the subsequent 
text. The tables presented are also quite relevant, clear and illustrative.

As Niccolo Baldelli writes, the two World Wars required the nations to speed up the 
development of powerful and effective nuclear weapons so as to be ahead of the possible enemy. 
Here, the author presents interesting numbers relevant to this race: while in 1910 there were 
only eight thousand physicists, in the 80-ies their number already approached fifty million. 
Thus, the image of a sole and independent scientist was replaced by a ’’team” of researchers 
actually quite dependent on those in power, who were in full control of the scientific results 
obtained.

An interesting, but not well known, fact concerns the great physicist Werner Heisenberg, 
who chose to serve the Nazi government, although many people consider him to have been its 
heroic opponent, who did everything not to achieve success in creating the atomic bomb, which 
was certainly not true. By the way, I would not say that Heisenberg ’’invented” the uncertainty 
principle; he acutally discovered it.

The story of the Ragazzi di Via Panisperna, as well as the story of Bruno’s disappearance 
in the Soviet Union, is told in a very nice and warm manner and coincides with what I either 
know or have heard and read... The only small ’’discrepancy” concerns the Press conference of 
1955, that was not held in Dubna, but in Moscow

Naturally, Bruno was ’’...profondamente deluso dopo la Primavera di Praga.” But this surely 
had nothing to do with the ’’first principles” that brought Bruno to the Soviet Union. Attempts 
at implementing great and positive changes in any society are bound to give rise to ups and 
downs. It must be said that Bruno, being the scientist he was, was always ready to discuss any 
new (and old, also) idea or venture and to recognize ’’mistakes” as well, but he never ’’betrayed” 
his humanistic principles, which were a sort of religion to him. From this point of view I like 
how the question put by Bruno was used by Niccolo Baldelli at the beginning of his short thesis 
and how Bruno’s answer concluded the thesis.
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